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Going to Ground
At this time of year when
days shorten, nights lengthen
and temperatures fall, we tend to
mirror nature and hunker down
somewhere warm and cosy. In the UK, wildlife such
as frogs, newts, toads, bats, dormice and hedgehogs
take things further and hibernate over winter, as do
some species of butterfly. They are joined in other
parts of the globe by snails, bees, turtles, lemurs and
marmots, to mention just a few. Growth in nature
closes down too, as trees shed leaves, plants die
down and lawns no longer need mowing. External,
observable active life appears to go to ground.
Nothing seems to be going on.
Ah – but is that so? In the natural world
hibernating creatures sleep
and the trees take a rest.
What they are doing could
be described as reculer pour
mieux sauter – stepping back
in order to make a better
jump forwards – that’s the
dictionary definition of this
phrase given in Brewer’s
Dictionary of Phrase and
Fable. When we hunker
down at this time of year
– the Scorpio time of year
which Maggie mentions in
her regular Musings column
– do we go into stasis and
hibernate, or are we able
to use the darker days and
longer nights to go inside
and connect with what we
need to move towards in
our own lives? Or when we

Notes from the 11th House by Joyce Hopewell

reach a Low Point in the Age Point’s journey around
the chart, does everything stop? I suspect not. In
many ways it can feel as if there’s more going on
when we’re on a Low Point and that is because we
are closer to the circle in the centre of the chart.
Going inward can be an important time – as Maggie
suggests, it is a time of “composting” – finding riches
embedded in the darkness within.
Only when we are prepared to look inside of
ourselves and acknowledge that changes could be
made, and then take action, can transformation
begin to take place. In order to transform – be it
an attitude, a way of life, or outworn feelings and
resentments we are hanging on to – we have to
take an inner journey. And to do this we have to
go to ground – our own
inner ground and space.
At a workshop where
Pluto was being discussed,
I remember the graphic
description
a
student
offered on the essence of
this planet. “Pluto”, she
said, “is like prunes. It goes
into the interior and does
good work”.
At
this
darkening
time of year, whether you
consciously use the time to
go to ground and transform
a little or a lot, or simply
hibernate and let things
happen, may you find
warmth and comfort in
the darker days to fuel your
own jump forwards. And
don’t forget the prunes.

CONGRATULATIONS!
The following students have successfully completed their studies:

Foundation Course ‘B’
Diane Mackay (Scotland)
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News and Comment
Astrological Association Conference 2013
with Thoughts on Cosmic Responsibility prompted by Rick
Tarnas
This year’s conference 27-29 September included many
talks of high intellectual content, and fewer dedicated to
predicting outcomes or demonstrating multiple ways of
reading unattractive charts overloaded with data.
Archetypal Astrology
On Friday afternoon, Rick Tarnas gave a masterclass
exploring the archetypal perspective of the comic genius,
as the jester/trickster figure, who generally—but not
always—gets away with exposing those unconscious
urges that are often politically incorrect. His interest was
stimulated by his friendship with John Cleese. Their Suns
make an exact trine aspect in water signs and both have
Moon in Aries (see charts below). Note the greater sign
strength of Cleese’s Moon in a one-way conjunction with
Saturn in Aries opposing his Sun at the start of Scorpio.
Opposition and quincunx aspects between those two
Martian signs make triangular figures with fixed Mars in
Aquarius, Uranus in Taurus and Pluto in Leo, triggering
the incisive black humour and intransigent postures with
which Cleese entertains the public. Tarnas illustrated his
talk with YouTube clips of Cleese and other stand-up
comedians.
On Saturday, he gave the Carter Memorial Lecture
on ‘The Role of a Astrology in a Civilization in Crisis’,
which will be published in the journals of the Astrological
Association and the Astrological Lodge. His talk was in
two parts, the first focusing on the importance of astrology
as a source of insight into human self-understanding,
through which we establish a participatory relationship
with the cosmos. An illustrative podcast by Cleese
as a scientist pontificating on the recent discovery

Rick Tarnas

21.02.1950, 12:30, Geneva, Switzerland

Richard wins Charles Harvey Award
The Charles Harvey
Award 2013 for Special
Service to Astrology
was this year awarded
jointly to APA founder
Richard
Llewellyn
and Darby Costello.
Although Richard was
unable to attend the
conference in person,
he was beamed onto the
big screen in the dining
room on Friday evening
Richard with
to graciously accept this
the Award Trophy
well deserved honour.
Many congratulations from all us!
of the ‘god gene’ emphasized the ludicrous nature of
fundamentalism, whether scientific or religious. Not
unlike the Hubers’, Rick’s approach to the cosmos is
participatory, encouraging us to raise awareness, take
moral responsibility, and reconnect with the anima
mundi, acknowledging the uncertainties that form part
of any powerful initiatory transformation. Astrological
symbolism provides us not so much with certainties as
with doorways to the mystery and its transformative
dynamism.
In the second part of his talk – which he developed
further at a meeting of the London Group of Scientific
and Medical Network a couple of days later – Tarnas
emphasized the role of heroic communities in the quest for
a higher truth beyond the purposeless material and social
realities with which we live. After deconstructing the iron

John Cleese

27.10.1939, 03:15, Weston-super-Mare, England
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cage of modernity, our communities of the postmodern
era in its mature phase need to develop a hermeneutics of
trust to enable them to hold ‘initiatory experiences with
the potential for procreative participation with the anima
mundi’. During discussion at SMN, Tarnas responded
to a question on how to choose what to follow when
marketing for good causes confronts us at every turn by
recommending we commit ourselves to what we love. We
must also beware of the ugly shadow of exclusivity that
can arise in some communities and recognize that we are
simultaneously participants in the wider world with all
its shortcomings.
If you would like to know more about his perception
of the way forward, Tarnas has made several YouTube
videos, and articles on archetypal astrology by him and
his colleagues can be downloaded at www.archaijournal.
org and www.cosmosandpsyche.com essays
Archaeoastronomy
Bernadette Brady initiated the archaeoastronomy stream
with a Friday evening plenary on the Pyramid Texts of
Sakkara—one of the earliest expressions of the power
of the word. Well-researched and enthusiastic seminars
on the skyscape and landscape interfaces at English
barrows, Irish tombs, and Maltese temples engaged my
interest during Saturday. Below is a clear definition of
this evolving discipline taken from Pamela Armstrong’s
article, in the September 2013 issue of the Astrological
Journal (p. 31):
Archaeoastronomy is the study of how we, as humans, have
incorporated celestial alignments or symbolism into the
architecture of our built environments. These alignments
are often towards celestial horizon events related to the
passage of the sun, the moon, or the stars. If a building or
a stone circle, or cairn, or dolmen, or henge, or earthen
mound, or city or pyramid, or temple, or standing stone
is thought to be aligned to the movement of anything in
the firmament, we would say it is archaeoastronomically
aligned.
You can take an online module on archaeoastronomy
at the Sophia Centre without commitment to the full MA
in Cultural Astronomy and Astrology at the University of
Wales, see www.cosmology-and-culture.org/Sophia.
The European Society for Astronomy in Culture
(SEAC) is holding a conference on ‘The Materiality of
the Sky’ in Valletta, Malta, from 22-26 September 2014.
For more information, go to www.seac2014.com.
The Magic of Astrology
On Sunday, the guiding theme of the conference, ‘The
Magic of Astrology’ was more explicitly addressed at
various seminars on making talismans, and the occult
uses of astrology in the Western mystery tradition, most
of them using Marsilio Ficino and Israel Regardie as their
main source of reference.
Our APA speaker, Ghislaine Adams, took the
Theosophical perspective, quoting from Alan Leo’s
description of the centre of the chart as the ‘divine
CONJUNCTION No. 59, November 2013, Page 4

fragment’ (Esoteric Astrology, pp. 241-42) as a prelude
to focusing our gaze on the aspect pattern. By tuning
into the unconscious motivation depicted by the aspect
pattern and expressed through cardinal, fixed, or mutable
energy, we can better understand our personality and
how we might align it with the soul’s purpose.
Recordings of the conference will be available at www.
astrologicalassociation.com/shop/recordings/mp3-index.
html.
A new MA in ‘Myth, Cosmology and the Sacred’ is
being offered by Angela Voss, Geoffrey Cornelius, and
Wilma Fraser at Canterbury Christ Church University.
The course starting in January 2014 would require
students to attend seminars in Canterbury but it is hoped
to have a distance learning option in place from 2015.
More information can be found at www.canterbury.
ac.uk/education/pcet or by contacting Michelle Childs
on 01227 863458 or at post.compulsory.education@
canterbury.ac.uk.
Astrological Association Conference, 12-14 September
2014
The theme of next year’s conference will be ‘The Power
of Astrology’, and it will be held again at Wyboston
Lakes, which is an expensive but comfortable venue for
an intensive weekend. Proposals for conference talks will
begin shortly and APA’s membership of the Advisory
Panel for Astrological Education (APAE) entitles it to
one slot.
Sue Lewis
Reconnecting with Pam Tyler
In June 1983, Richard Llewellyn and American astrologer
Pam Tyler jointly founded the English Huber School/
API(UK), the organisation that eventually became APA.
Richard went on to establish the Courses and become
Principal, while Pam returned to the USA to develop a
varied career involving law, the church and a spiritual
retreat and guest house in New Mexico.
However Pam has always retained her interest in
astrology and the Huber approach, so arranged to meet
members of APA while she was passing through London
in July. Here she is catching up over lunch with your
editor, Joyce Hopewell and Sue Lewis.

Barry

Joyce

Pam

Sue

You can find more about the centre Pam established
(San Geronimo Lodge) at http://tinyurl.com/l86k59v.

Brighton Workshop 1st September 2013
‘Who am I really… exploring your inner Motivations’’
Marilyn Burnett and Frankie Sidhu led the first Huberbased workshop to be held in Brighton. It turned out
to be a great success!
In the morning participants were presented with an
introduction to the basics of astrological psychology
and Huber Method. After looking at the Five Layers of
the chart, Frankie Sidhu (a practicing psychosynthesis
psychotherapist) went on to lead a meditation linking
the circle at the centre with Assagoli’s Egg Diagram.
After coffee and biscuits participants were shown
the chart of two famous people and were invited to
use their intuition to come up with an image for the
aspect patterns and to explore what this might tell
them about the unconscious motivations of these
people. When the identity of each person was revealed
they were amazed at how much they had been able to
glean about the person in this way. The group then

‘Transpersonal Perspectives’ Day,
13 October, London
‘The Journey from the South Node to the North Node
of the Moon’, Sue Lewis
This workshop gathered a number of participants
trained in transpersonal psychology including
therapists, teachers, artists, and publishers, with
astrological knowledge ranging from nearly nonexistent to pretty comprehensive but more Liz Greene
than Huber, together with a sprinkling of Huber
astrologers. I chose my topic carefully, wanting to
give the day the depth and purpose of an insightful
journey within the context of Huber astrology, but
without demanding much technical expertise in our
astrological methods. It was a successful day at the end
of which one or two people said it had helped them
to discover where they are at the present time and, as
I left, one Huber astrologer encouraged me to write
a report on for Conjunction, while another said how
much she missed the group work we used to enjoy at
Face to Face.
Holding a full-day workshop in a spacious venue,
where you can introduce your subject with a slide
presentation and then move on to exercises that
include visualization and imaging for participants to
record in their own creative way, and share in groups
of two or three to deepen their experience, generates
an energy well beyond that which is possible in the
general conversation following a slide show in one’s
own small flat.

went on to intuit the images of each other’s charts in
the same way… at this point there were some thrilled
and enthusiastic revelations and responses!
A tasty vegetarian curry was provided for lunch,
prepared by Frankie. In the afternoon participants were
presented with the first steps of chart interpretation –
the aspect direction, colour and orientation etc. and
they were then able to relate these to their own charts.
Then they were given an opportunity to experience
the energy of each of the individual Ptolemaic aspects
for themselves through, what turned out to be, some
fairly entertaining and even hilarious role play!
The feedback from the day was extremely positive
with each person expressing how much they had
enjoyed the experience and also that they had learned
a great deal.
Another opportunity to attend this workshop will
be on 2nd November - see below.
Marilyn Burnett

In today’s world, where most people shop around
the Internet for the information they require, and
have to be highly committed to go to workshops,
the resuscitation of Face to Face in its previous form
may be unrealistic, but recognition of the spiritual
dimension in Huber astrology is emerging and perhaps
we should seek further opportunities for cooperating
with similarly oriented groups.
Sue Lewis
Forthcoming UK events
Saturday 2 November, 10.30am-5.30pm,
Birmingham
The Living Birth Chart
Introductory Workshop with Joyce Hopewell
Contact talktogillbryant@googlemail.com
Saturday 2 November, 10.30am-4.30pm, Brighton
Who am I really?... Exploring your Inner
Motivations
Experiential Workshop with Marilyn Burnett and
Frankie Sidhu
Contact astrofocus@talktalk.net
Saturday 16 November, London WC1H
Astrological Psychology in the Western Esoteric
Tradition
Sue Lewis speaking at Kepler Research Conference
www.astrologicalassociation.com
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New Book: Using Age Progression
Understanding Life’s Journey
The ‘timing’ system of Age Progression
through the Life Clock is perhaps the
most sophisticated astrological approach to
understanding the psychologically significant
life experiences that are reflected in the
birth chart. It was developed after extensive
research by Bruno & Louise Huber.
As Huber students will be aware, you can
use Age Progression to seek meaning in the
jumble of events in your life. It can show
what sort of influences are likely to be at work at different
stages of this particular lifetime. As you give meaning
to particular times of your life, you tell stories of how
Historic Birth Times
Have you ever had confusing results from your Huber
chart software when producing charts for 'historic' birth
times? I certainly have, as I frequently have cause to print
the charts of historic celebrities for various book and/
or magazine articles. I eventually resolved to clarify for
myself what was going on, so contacted Juan Saba of
Cathar Software.
Each of the programs AstroCora, Regulus and MegaStar
makes corrections to the supplied local time depending
on the normal time zone for the country or region.
For every country/region there is a date when Standard
Time starts, before which standard time zones did not
exist. These dates are given in the American Atlas or The
International Atlas, both published by ACS Publications
Inc. Some examples are given below.
England 1/1/1880
France 15/3/1891
Germany 01/04/1893
Italy 22/09/1866
USA 18/11/1883
For earlier birth dates, the programs calculate the
Local Mean Time (LMT) for a location, based on its
longitude, or in fact the Sun's position at the Midheaven
(noon) of the place. This is assumed to correspond most
closely with the time that would have actually been in
use in that place at that time. The difference between the
Local Mean Time and the normal time for the country/
region is shown in the 'Summer Time Correction' box,
so you can see the adjustment that has been made.
However, before 2007 the Cathar programs used a
different atlas (not ACS), which means that the time
correction made was sometimes slightly different. Thus,
for example, you may find instances where the chart
you find in an old book is slightly different from that
produced by your current program today. Indeed, if you
are still using a pre-2007 version of AstroCora, Regulus
or MegaStar some charts you generate may be slightly
different from the modern versions.
CONJUNCTION No. 59, November 2013, Page 6

things are and how they might be. Naturally
this helps in navigating your way forwards
through life.
Of course, you can use Age Progression
in consultation with a friend or client.
Many practitioners regard it as a ‘gilt edged’
technique saving many hours of counselling.
In this welcome new book, published
August 2013, Joyce Hopewell explores
the different facets of Age Progression,
illuminated by extensive examples with full
colour charts, to help you to understand how
to apply it to yourself and to helping others.
Available from APA bookshop at www.
astrologicalpsychology.org. For more information see the
Review by Marilyn Burnett on page 24.
Unfortunately, there is a further complication.
The 2007 implementation of the Local Mean Time
adjustment included a rounding to the number of
minutes of time, so that resulting adjustment is not
always strictly mathematically proportional. The charts
produced by the Lois Rodden Databank on www.astro.
com also use the Local Mean Time system, but do not
round the adjustment to minutes – so you may find a
discrepancy of a few minutes of arc in the position of the
chart's AC, when compared with the Cathar programs.
The maximum difference from a fully proportional LMT
is 30 seconds of time. Since birth times are not normally
accurate to more than a minute (if that, particularly
hundreds of years ago), we are really talking about an
issue of consistency between programs, rather than a
question of which chart is in some sense 'correct'.
Finally, this rounding has been changed in the
latest versions of the Cathar software, so that the AC
resulting should be the same as that on www.astro.com,
but possibly slightly different from that produced with
an earlier version of the software. These changes are in
the following versions: MegaStar 8.80, AstroCora 7.80,
Regulus 5 and Regulus Platinum.
Unfortunately, there does not appear to be any way
in the programs of 'switching off' the LMT adjustment
for early dates, so if you want to generate a chart that
is identical to one produced by earlier versions of the
software (unusual, I know), you need to adjust the birth
time with a corresponding anti-compensation.
Of course, Local Mean Time itself was only used from
the early 19th century, when Solar Time or Sundial Time
was last used – so for even earlier dates LMT is only an
approximation to the time then in use.
What does it all mean? Well, if you did not take some
care in handling very historic birth times, this should
ensure that from now on you are very wary of them, and
maybe consider the implications of the state of timing in
those periods of history!
Barry Hopewell

Maggie’s Musings
How does the cycle of our life
compare with the yearly cycle of
Nature? I’ve been pondering about
our emergence into the world and
see the parallel with the new green
shoots that appear above the surface
of the Earth at the Spring Equinox. I contemplated the
months making a comparison between the development
of the growing human being and the life of plants. Then
of course it all got a bit confusing because Nature’s Life
Span above ground is much shorter. And as I write this
in October, we are approaching the Scorpio month after
all the harvesting and clearing.
According to the Life Clock, at 42 we reach a similar
point in the cycle of our life and I recalled my own
journey around that time. During the years that had
followed the Low Point of the Seventh House my health
had declined and as I reached the Cusp of the Eighth
House, I reluctantly accepted that I could no longer
continue my nursing career.
My faith in orthodox medicine was somewhat dented
by its failure to help me and I had to fall back on my own
resources. What was called for was a letting go of past
certainties and beliefs. This was scary stuff and but my
need drove me to a point where despite my fear and trying
to protect myself (Saturn) I had to let go, surrender to the
unknown, and take a leap in the dark. And I landed
with the discovery of new ways of self-healing. By 48 a
profound inner change had been triggered and my life

took a different pathway. I had been ‘composted’ with a
vengeance!
Am I being fanciful in making a comparison with
the Scorpio month in nature? We have an allotment and
recycle everything from the kitchen and I’ve become
fascinated by the compost heap! Next year, a wonderful
friable rich dark soil will have been created from those
messy veggie peelings, roots and shoots, worms and busy
beetles. The magic mixture will hold the richness of the
past yet has been transformed so that it will feed and
nurture the new green shoots of Spring.
I haven’t quite sussed out a comparison between the
natural cycle and the Ninth Sagittarian House of the Age
Point. So if you have any inspiration about this, do share
it!
Love and Blessings for 2014
Maggie Jeffery
www.intentioncoaching.co.uk

Barbara Somers
We are sorry to hear that Barbara Somers died on
2nd-3rd August. Barbara is well known for her work
with Ian Gordon-Brown in establishing The Centre
for Transpersonal Psychology (CTP) and driving the
development of transpersonal psychology in the UK
from the 1970s.
Over the years there have been many fruitful links
between members of CTP and APA.

APA Contacts
Course Administration - Ghislaine Adams
course.enquiries@astrologicalpsychology.org, +44 (0)1394 610104
Web Master - Jane Brooks = webmaster@astrologicalpsychology.org
Membership - Trish Crawford
membership@astrologicalpsychology.org, +44 (0)1559 370931
Treasurer - Sue Parker* - suellysfaen@talktalk.net
Publications & Conjunction Editor - Barry Hopewell*
editor@astrologicalpsychology.org

Principal Emeritus - Joyce Hopewell - api.principal@zen.co.uk
Company Secretary - David Kerr*
david.kerr@astrologicalpsychology.org
Trustees - Indicated by * in the above
Tutors - See www.astrologicalpsychology.org
Astro Helpline: astro.helpline@astrologicalpsychology.org

APA BOOKSHOP

HUBER CHART DATA SERVICE

On-line at www.astrologicalpsychology.org

A comprehensive range of data & charts on paper or
acetate produced to a very high standard using Megastar

books, booklets, CD’s, second-hand books
related to the Hubers and astrological psychology
10% discount to APA members
Contact Linda Tinsley for a current catalogue.
70 Kensington Road, Southport, PR9 0RY
tel: +44(0)1704-544652
email: lucindatinsley@talktalk.net

ASTROLOGICAL SOFTWARE
AstroCora, Megastar, Regulus, Regulus Student Edition
Advice and software on CD: Elly Gibbs, Huber Software Distribution
27 Lombardy Ave, Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: +44(0)151-677-0779, email: software.huber@btinternet.com
Software download: www.catharsoftware.com

Natal House & Node Charts + Click – Integration
Dynamic Quadrants –Transits – Progressions
– Personal Rays – Relationship Charts …
Contact Richard Llewellyn, Huber Chart Data Service,
27 Lombardy Ave., Wirral CH49 3AE, UK
Tel: 0151-606-8551, email: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com
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From Africa to Europe
The fourth 6-year cycle: 1969 – 1975

by Wanda Smit					

wandawhere@yahoo.com

Wanda continues Diana’s story with her early adult years and speculates on the significance of
her Large Talent Triangle.

Diana’s adaptation to university was facilitated, as it
had been when she went to a new primary school,
by Pluto with its will-enhancing energy in the form
of a sextile to the Age Point. The North Node square
fueled the progress on her soul’s journey into the
more hidden realms of man’s consciousness, into
literature, whilst the Neptune trine offered her a
treasure chest of creativity through the European
writers she was studying. The prescribed German,
French and Italian authors were guides on her soul’s
journey, for they took her on an excursion to the
inner world of writers and thinkers – from Dante’s
Inferno to Goethe’s Faust and Proust’s Remembrance
of Things Past.
Her AP was still in Gemini, and more enthusing
energy came in the form of a Mercury trine during
her second year at university. She loved the sense
of freedom and space she got from her studies and
from campus life. Concepts were slowly gelling,
making connections that spread wider and wider
in her mind. She could even make some sense of
obscure writers such as Kafka and Camus, although
she didn’t yet have the maturity to truly understand
them.
A question that arose for her, and has been
with her ever since was: What in the writer created
this particular work? What were the underlying
mechanisms that resulted in his or her writing? It was
the beginning of an ongoing search for the subtext to
the texts she was reading. It was also the beginning
of her interest in psychology and symbolism.
Her relationships, which were highly charged
by AP square to Mars/Venus and opposing Saturn,
dominated her final year at university. The more
intensely she immersed herself in the mental, the
more intensely she became involved in the sensual.
On campus she made friends with several male
students, but her heart still belonged to her boyfriend
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Diana

26.02.1951, 07:00, Wolmaransstad, South Africa

whom she intended visiting in Switzerland after her
final exams.
Then she fell head over heels in love with a German
whom she considers the Adonis of all her encounters
with men. He wasn’t particularly engaging, but love
– or rather lust – is indeed blind. During the Moon
trine she felt emotionally complete. She ‘loved’ him
and he returned her ‘love.’ It would take her a few
more decades and several more relationship disasters
to discover that physical attraction is not love.
Saturn demands responsibility, and during the
Saturn square, she had to account for the betrayal
of her boyfriend in Switzerland. What were
relationships about? she started asking herself. Was it
the respect she felt for her Swiss boyfriend who was
reliable and trustworthy? Or was it the mad passion
she felt for the new boyfriend who was overly critical
and not half as decent as the first? Would she go
to Switzerland to be with her first love, or would

she stay in South Africa with her Adonis? She was
overwhelmed by this deluge of thoughts.
In the end, Adonis decided for her: he was going to
return to Germany and after her visit to Switzerland
– when she would tell her boyfriend the truth – she
would join him in Berlin. Her world looked rosy
again, perhaps too much so, for Saturn disapproves
of rose-coloured spectacles. It was the first time that
she felt such intensely conflicting emotions in her
relationships, and it wouldn’t be the last.
She was too young to see the cause of her
relationship problems: the either/or approach
she took to men – that is, she either liked them
intellectually or physically, and never the twain
could meet. Both extremes would be unacceptable
to Saturn in her 7th house of close, personal
relationships. Only when her AP had a one-to-one
with Saturn in 1989 would she become fully aware
of this rift in her thinking-versus-feeling approach
to men. In fact, this theme dominated her writing
endeavours at that time.
A few months into the Uranus conjunction,
she had completed her final exams and left her
family and country for Switzerland. Diana’s AP was
now at the bottommost point of the chart which
represents the unconscious, and she would go on an
unexpected journey into the unconscious. Or rather,
be ‘abducted’ to the underworld as Hades did with
Persephone.
On the connecting train from Luxemburg to
Zurich she met a Tunisian who lived in Strasbourg.
He offered to show her the city and being curious
and naive, she agreed to spend one night in his city.
Once in his apartment, Diana realised that she’d
walked into a trap. He demanded that she hand over
her train ticket and her passport. She tried desperately
to write a note of distress and slip it under the door
of a student who lived in the apartment next door,
but the Tunisian didn’t take his eyes off her. She
panicked and insisted that she wanted to leave. At
which he opened the balcony door and pointed to
the ground below: “Then go,” he shouted, his eyes
black with anger.
Diana knew she was in trouble; that he was
violent. She could kill herself jumping from a firstfloor balcony. Her mind raced to look for a way out
of the situation. All she could do, she decided, was

pretend that she had fallen in love with him. And so
she spent a night in hell.
The next morning, she persuaded him to take
her out for breakfast. At the restaurant there was
a group of army men celebrating some occasion.
Highly embarrassed, she approached them for help.
They got back her passport, ticket and luggage and
protectively took her to the station where she got
onto the train for Zurich.
This event triggered a deep depression in Diana
whose AP was now on the 4th-house Low Point,
but she was too young to understand the positive
aspects of such a descent into Hades’ realm. As Jean
Shinoda-Bolen states in Gods in Everyman: “We must
make a descent to become familiar with his realm. Only
then is it possible to discover that there are riches to be
found in the dimness, coldness, and darkness of what
mystics refer to as the dark night of the soul, and what
more psychologically minded people know as a profound
depression in which one is cut off from ordinary reality,
unable to feel or to bear being in the “sunlight” of
everyday life.”
Although Uranus was in the caring, loving
sign of Cancer, Diana didn’t experience any of its
qualities in Switzerland. She felt out of place with
her boyfriend’s parents, a conservative, hard-working
couple in their sixties, who found her too ‘foreign’.
She was also out of integrity with herself as she still
hadn’t told her boyfriend about Adonis from whom
she finally received news. Bad news, as he had been
imprisoned when crossing the border from Eastern
Germany into Berlin which he’d fled a year before
she’d met him to avoid a criminal court case.
The only way she could deal with her depression
was to do something positive. She enrolled at the
School of Interpreters in Zurich and would study
there for the next two years. She made new friends,
but beneath her social mask, she was becoming
increasingly despondent. All the excitement and
stimulation of the previous year on campus had
fizzled out. Unfortunately, so had her feelings for her
Swiss boyfriend, but she didn’t have the heart to tell
him. She felt as imprisoned by her lies as Adonis was
by his crimes.
This extreme unease translated into a dis-ease
which was diagnosed a year later as a highly overactive
thyroid gland. Her Adonis was finally released from
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prison and visited her in Zurich, but she was too
depressed to imagine that he could save her from
her situation. He returned to Berlin, disappointed
and angry. Her boyfriend in Switzerland had been
aware that things weren’t going well between him
and Diana. She finally ended their relationship and
moved to an apartment with fellow students.
Of course the over-active thyroid made the
depression even worse. She underwent radio-active
treatment and slowly recovered, but never fully until
her mid-forties. This sickness had changed her face
to such a degree that she looked quite frightening,
for it had made her eyes protrude and she couldn’t
look at herself in the mirror. ‘Stark, staring mad’ is
the description that came to mind, she says. When
her mother heard the bad news and suggested she
return home, Diana leapt at the thought. She had
been too unhappy in Switzerland.
Indeed, Diana considers the Swiss episode one of
the most difficult times in her life. She had suffered
much, emotionally and physically, and was glad to
get back to her home and her studies. Fortunately no
planetary energies were prompting her into action
the following year, as if she had been given a break
to recover; one she desperately needed.
At university she continued her studies in German
literature, but campus wasn’t as exciting as before.
She buried herself in her books and assignments. Her
closest companions were Günter Grass, Peter Weiss
and Berthold Brecht, all writers from Berlin, a city
that fascinated her. Then she met another Berliner,
one with whom she’d have the longest relationship
in her life, albeit only 6 years. Was it coincidence
that the Jupiter trine fell on his birthday in 1974,
after all, he brought many blessings into her life? He
had a great sense of humour and she could laugh
again like she used to before the Swiss debacle.
She stayed with her parents for a few months, and
then moved into a flat. It would be the first of several.
It was the Uranian energy in her 4th house that
initiated sudden changes on the home front: she’d
stay in a flat for six months, and after she’d decorated
it, she’d move to another one. She loved transforming
her living spaces, but once she’d completed the
process, she’d get bored and move on to another
challenge. She now sees that it was an indication
of a talent for interior design or architecture, but
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then only saw it as constant transformation of her
home environment, an activity that would continue
throughout her life. By her sixties, she would have
renovated seven houses.
Uranus is one
of the planets in the
Large Talent Triangle
consisting of three
trines. As such, there is
a sharing of resources
between,
in
this
instance, Uranus and
the two ego planets, the
Sun and the Moon, which results in a specific talent.
Most things Diana put her hand to were relatively
easy for her to master, but she didn’t have a distinct
talent such as painting, writing or composing. Only
after studying the Hubers’ aspect figures would
she come to understand what her talent had been
all along: the ability to transform and to undergo
transformation.
On a physical level, it is the transformation of
spaces as already mentioned. On the emotional level,
it is the transformation of dark, Scorpionic emotions
as we shall see when her AP transits the 8th-house
low point at age 44 when she made this entry into
her journal:
Yet, over the years, it has become clear to me that
there’s no getting away from him. He is in me, this
raging energy that both destroys and creates. It is Pluto
who underlies the creative force in me. And if he is the
Great Destroyer, what does he break down in me so that
I may create? My will? My stubborn determination?
And how does my will affect my creativity?
On a mental level, this transformation might
only be completed in 2020 when Diana’s AP transits
the Sun at the last angle of the Talent Triangle. Only
then might she fully grasp her talent. She suspects
it will have something to do with her will and her
creativity as her thyroid flared up first during the
Uranus transit, and then again during the Moon
transit. The throat is after all the seat of the will and
of creative expression according to psychosomatics.
wandawhere@yahoo.com
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Invitation into The Crystal Maze
by Kim Earl
Kim continues the imaginative story of her subpersonalities, focusing on her amazing experience with
Athena Blue (Venus in Cancer).

In the July Issue of Conjunction (No.58), I introduced
readers to the Crystal Maze. When I received the Call for
Input for the latest edition, I thought I would provide
an update.
For those of you who may have missed the
introduction, here is a brief summary.
My previous article declared – Life is a journey which
we all know has a habit of presenting us with choices.
These can often be bewildering and it can feel like a maze;
picking our path is the unique role we all play. I am a
student of the Diploma Course and I am beginning to
understand how astrology offers us a tool for negotiating
the maze.
Working through the course, I have found my maze;
it is a wonderful Crystal Maze.
In the world of the Crystal Maze, our character starts
as pure nothingness, emanating from the centre of chart.
They are a blank canvas; like a mannequin awaiting
form. The character’s personality manifests as they move
through the maze gaining ‘coats of arms’ (signs) plus
‘masks & shoes’ (planets) as they journey through the 12
chambers (houses) of the maze influenced by the Game
Master (aspects).
Everything in the Crystal Maze is governed by the
‘Laws of the Stars’; by Astrology. The ‘coats of arms’
reflect the inherent strengths of each zodiac signs and are
represented by fabric embroidered with emblems. The
‘masks & shoes’ reflect the planets. These components
have magical qualities; as our character walks their path
through the maze, they meet the personalities with the
magical ‘coats of arms and masks & shoes’. Together they
respond to challenges presented to them in the maze.
In order to negotiate the Maze masterfully all the
elements must be combined and synthesised using the
magic that is available; at the right time. At the beginning
of the journey our character is an unconnected, disparate
soul but as the Maze is negotiated to the tune of the
Game Master, they learn, evolve and can ultimately
fulfil their soul’s purpose and are able to re-unite with
The Source; re-member and return back to the ‘pure
nothingness’ from whence they came – thus they answer
their deepest questions.
It is like clothing the mannequin in a patchwork coat
with different heads and feet. It could be an ordinary
patchwork coat or it can be a magical dream-coat. Mine
I have decided is to be a truly mystical coat!
When I produced the work for my assignment on
sub-personalities, I created the personalities in my crystal

Kim Earl

13/8/1961, 04.45, Tunbridge Wells, GB

maze. Each sign and planet combination was given their
coat of arms and mask & shoes. I gave them names. I
previously introduced readers to Athena Blue; my Venus
in Cancer and Dark Angel; my Neptune in Scorpio.
Since then I have created an image of Athena Blue
and have been doing my course work on aspects or
should I say the Game Master!

Athena Blue
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When I created Athena Blue, I described her as
‘rather fragmented but with the prospect to change (the
coins). A character that had yet to find her true path
(those dis-embodied blue boots on the left) she also
offering the opportunity to re-form and find her pure
essence; hidden in the shells and finally fish for her star
(the starfish hidden at the bottom)’ But she appeared
inanimate; offering only possibilities!
I had an inert Athena Blue and was wondering where
to go next with my article. I didn’t have an image for
Dark Angel and the other personalities in my maze
remained just name; Silver Shadow, Infra Red Ed, Pure
Heart Pegasus!
Then something a-mazing started to happen. I heard
a voice.
‘What are you waiting for?’ It asked. ‘I have been
waiting a long time up here. Don’t just look at me; listen to
me and finally come and join me’. Inanimate my foot! We
have a job to do!’
I looked around, I saw no-one. I saw no-thing. I hear
a trumpeting sound and felt something being thrown at
me. And then I realised what it is! It was Athena Blue,
she had blown into the shells and was throwing coins at
me with one hand and the starfish with the other. The
heels of the blue boots were tapping impatiently on the
ground and they start to sing.
‘These boots are made for walking, and that’s just what
they’ll do, one of these days these boots are going to help you
find your You’
Well you won’t be surprised to hear that I was
astonished. Lost for words! Athena Blue was talking to
me!
‘Why are you surprised’ she berated ‘You came looking
for me. You created me. I am part of you’!
I was still lost for words, but a vague sense of
comprehension entered my consciousness. But what did
She want from me, I wondered!
‘I want you to come with me into the Crystal Maze. I
want you to really understand the Laws of the Stars. Really
live them. Experience your Living Birth Chart. Come with
me, meet your personalities and learn how to use the magic.
Come with me and we will find The Source and answer
your deepest questions’.
‘Oh yes and bring some help and your journal too!’
I pondered. I didn’t know what to think or say. As if
sensing, my hesitation. Athena Blue continued.
‘Don’t worry. I know this is a lot to take in. I am here
to help you. Be assured, I won’t let anything happen to you.
I am doing this for you and for me. It is the Law of the
Stars. We have to do this together. I have asked you many
times before and you haven’t been listening. This time I have
brought you more assurance, I have called the Game Master!’
With that a second voice spoke. It seemed to come
from everywhere; from around me, from within me.
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I looked around so intent on finding the source that
I didn’t hear what it was saying! A sense of panic rose
within in me. What was going on? I really should be
listening!
Then I heard the voice again. Calm and yet
demanding.
‘Enter the Crystal Maze with Athena Blue. What she
promises awaits you, if you are bold enough to take our
challenge. If you play by the Laws, you will learn much
and you will be assured safe passage. The Source awaits and
your questions will be answered. Enter with Athena Blue
now, she waits at the entrance to the 11th chamber. Bring
your Star Map and your Radix Key. Choose some worthy
travelling companions and don’t forget your journal.’
Well as you can imagine, I was dumbfounded! It took
me some time to assimilate what I was being asked or
perhaps I should say, what I was asking myself. But then
the fogging in my brain cleared.
I started to make sense of what was being said, I
decoded the message and realised what was going on!
Yes, I decided! I’ll take that challenge. I had been
thinking about setting up a group to share interests in
the esoteric. There are many such people around me but
there was no focus. I have also been pursuing a desire to
write more and unleash the creative part of me. Yes, the
Crystal Maze could give me the framework to pull it all
together!
Since then Athena Blue, my Venus in Cancer in my
eleventh house has been hard at work. I have started a
creative group where we will use my idea of the Crystal
Maze to make what I have called ‘soul tarot’ cards. We
start this month and I have a group with signs spread
across the zodiac!
Athena Blue is now smiling and flapping her wings. I
hear the Game Master’s voice again.
‘Continue on your journey with Athena Blue and take
the blue trine to Dark Angel in the 4th chamber. She is
waiting for you. This is your first move in the maze and
an important step. Here you will understand your roots
within the collective. Let Athena Blue and Dark Angel
work together with your group to find out where you belong
and develop your philosophy and concepts for the benefit of
humanity. Use your Star Maps and don’t forget the Radix
Key!
I will I say! This seems a big ask and yet more to
decode! But there again it is me! I find myself asking
one of those deep questions! Is it me or is it coming
from some greater source; it really does appear to be an
instruction from a greater master! I decide to finish this
article and ponder no further for the day.
I remind myself that I still have to complete my latest
course assignment, some more in-depth work on aspects!
¤¤¤¤¤

Talk Therapy for Astrologers 4
Non-Directive Counselling in Astrological Consultation

by Wolfhard König
In this fourth and last of a series of articles first published in Astrolog 185-188, Wolfhard considers
how non-directive counselling can be used in an astrological consultation. Translated from German
by Heather Ross.

Part 1 dealt with the concept of counselling. Personal
counselling, or therapy, focuses on the importance of
the interior life, the emotions. Part 2 covered directive
counselling and part 3 non-directive counselling.
This fourth and final article concerns the question of
how non-directive methods like questioning, dialogue
and creating space for clients’ contributions can be used
to add variety and value to horoscope consultations.
The use of the method of free association is beneficial,
new and enriching.
It would lend a therapeutic dimension to
consultations. Not in the sense that someone suffering
from severe depression would emerge completely
cured, but we would be able to transcend a simple
horoscope consultation and enable a certain catharsis
to take place, thus doing more than merely dispensing
advice and information. How do we go about this?
Examples from Counselling Practice
I assume intuitively everyone does this – at least to a
certain extent, for example, explaining what Mars in
Aries at the DC can mean. This is a directive method,
because my client wants me to tell them something.
However, I should also stop and ask: “Is that how you
experience it?”, thereby entering questioning mode.
There are now two possibilities:
1) The client is not open, which may happen if this
is the client’s first consultation as the situation is
completely new to him. He then says something
like: “Yes, yes, and which planet is that (pointing
at Saturn)? So again, the astrologer is limited to
giving directive information and does not enter a
real dialogue. But it is better than nothing. Then
the counsellor can explain to the client all the
themes that are relevant to him. He goes away and
knows something about his themes, more than he
did before.
2) If the counsellor manages to explain something
well, it will trigger a process in the client. He will
say: “Yes, that is really always happening to me.
I remember quite clearly, the last time such and
such happened...” He gives an example that the
client can relate to and enables catharsis in a caring
environment. For this to happen, the counsellor
must provide the client with a good example.

Client

15.01.1967, 19:44 in Munich, Germany

Let me tell you about a consultation that was part
of a very challenging therapy. The client started by
complaining of an allergy to noise. He cannot settle
down anywhere as everywhere is too noisy (trucks at
building sites, aeroplanes, etc). He also has allergies, in
particular to histamine*. He can eat almost nothing.
For me as a depth psychologist, it is obvious that the
allergies are not caused by histamine, food or aeroplanes.
* histamine is a hormone produced naturally by the body. It
is the regulator for many processes in all organs. Histamine
allergies in most cases are caused by an intolerance to this
naturally-occurring hormone. The allergic reaction is caused
by the insufficient formation of histamine in the body, and
problems with the stomach or intestine, eczema, strong
headaches and urticaria (skin disease) are typical symptoms.
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He has an “allergy of the soul”. What is his soul, his
unconscious, allergic to? In free association, an image
appeared. He was waging a non-stop “war against the
world”, against planes, cars, histamine in food or pollen
in the springtime.
The next question is: “What does the horoscope look
like?” On closer examination, it becomes clear to me
that there is just one significant position and that is the
Pluto/Uranus conjunction at the 2nd cusp in opposition
to the Moon/Saturn conjunction at the 8th cusp.
Pluto/Uranus is the “1968 conjunction” (the year of
worldwide revolution). The Pisces Moon has no choice
but to suffer. Saturn has it in its clutches; it is under
attack from Pluto and Uranus and is being destroyed
under this pressure. Saturn at the 8th cusp symbolises
a strictly regimented life, Uranus in opposition means
revolution. The latter wants to set the Moon at the top
free and defeat Saturn.
There is a war raging here, that the client is fighting
with no let-up. Saturn takes the Moon “hostage”,
and Pluto/Uranus want to liberate it using force if
required. I describe this opposition to him carefully
in psychological terms. He still knows nothing about
astrology and tells me: “That is exactly what my life is
like. People think I have everything I need. I am very
grateful to you for this description. I didn’t know how
to put it into words before.”
“There is a war raging here, that the client is fighting
with no let-up. Saturn takes the Moon “hostage”,
Pluto/Uranus want to liberate it using force if
required.”

A Moment of Catharsis
Astrology provides the symbols and I provide the
words. He gets back in touch with himself and gains
a better understanding of his life. The four planets
mentioned at the start also express this, although
other constellations are also influential, but we will
not explore this any further now. There is a moment
of catharsis. The client sits there calmly, quite shocked
and no longer rationalises (he can talk for hours about
histamine). He says that this has been a recurring theme
throughout his life.
So this is our first, important insight, and he is
relieved to discover it because it helps him understand
how he functions; suddenly he understands himself.
A non-directive approach on the part of the
counsellor is essential for the client to be able to make
creative use of the images. A space must be created
that the client can enter and get a sense of whether the
images provided by the counsellor are relevant to him,
touch him and resonate with him and his life. That is
the essence of free association!
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Directive or Non-Directive Counselling?
One of the most obvious differences between directive
and non-directive counselling is that the counsellor
talks significantly more than the client in the former.
The idea that directive counselling is the norm is
widespread. After all, conversations with those seeking
help and advice often start with the introduction: “I
need your advice. I will tell you my problem and then
you tell me what to do.” Another commonly-held
misunderstanding is that non-directive means nonactive, or passive. The opposite is actually the case, as
the non-directive, person-centred approach requires
intensive participation by the counsellor in the client’s
experience process.
...the non-directive, person-centred approach
requires intensive participation by the counsellor in
the client’s experience process

I remember a female colleague in Achberg, about 20
years ago. In a horoscope consultation, she once talked
non-stop without a break for 90 minutes, and then the
client left. Some people like this approach, thinking
that at least the counsellor said something. However,
she completely failed to meet the non-directive goal
of establishing a free space in which the client could
express himself, his unconscious could be activated and
he could gain understanding of something that touched
him and gave him insight and eventually catharsis.
Maybe I could ask: “Do you have a concrete
example of that?” If suddenly he talks about a conflict
with his father (free association), I can then tell him:
“When you get home, go over things again in your
mind. Then we will set up a second session.” In the
meantime, a certain free space is created for association.
This probably happens in many counselling practices.
Once catharsis is initiated, it can be built on in later
sessions.
A Questions-only Horoscope Consultation
This involves translating planetary positions into
questions, instead of just making statements about the
horoscope. The idea is to expose the client to a stream
of questions and at some point to let them answer
and express some elements of free association. This is
something that can be practised and worked on.
Let me go into a bit more detail about questioning.
Let us take the example again of the sign Aries with
Mars. Now, instead of giving a definition I ask, for
example: “Do you sometimes feel that you suddenly
feel an enormous wave of anger welling up inside you,
even for minor irritations?” If the client is honest and
receptive, he usually answers: “Yes, I experience that very
often.” Then you could ask him for a concrete example,
and he may reply: “Every morning when I drive to

work, I think that today will be the day I strangle my
boss and kill him.” Then we could go on from there and
ask: “Do you often find yourself in situations where
other people are aggressive to you?” (This would be a
projection). This questioning technique puts the client
in the position of having to respond, because questions
call for answers. For example, in answer to the above
question regarding getting angry even over little things,
the client would be unlikely to simply reply: “Yes and
what else does my horoscope say?”
Normally, Mars would have aspects. Let us assume
that it has an aspect to Jupiter at the MC and perhaps
another one square to Venus. These aspects point to
several possible solutions. We would include Jupiter
and ask: “Leaving Mars aside for the moment, do you
sometimes feel able to empathise with others so that
you can get on well with them and help them find
solutions?” Jupiter is, among other things, the ability
for mediation and coaching. “Zeus must always help
his gods to find creative solutions.”
An answer from the client could be: “Yes, that rings
true! Although I can sometimes be quick-tempered, I
have often wondered why I was chosen to be on the
works council. Maybe I am there because I am a fighter
but also because if I am well-prepared, I am really good
at talking to people.”
So the questioning process has enabled us to
identify a “real-life” personal quality as described by the
client himself. We have now gained a foothold in his
life thanks to questions and ideas. I could then suggest,
still in questioning mode: “Can you imagine, at times
when you feel that this wave of anger is welling up,
thinking of your role as employee representative, i.e.
using Jupiter’s help to calm down your feelings?” That
would be one suggested solution expressed in question
form.
But is there room in a single astrological consultation
for this type of procedure? We could ask a question
involving Mars or Jupiter as follows: “Could you
imagine experiencing both forces simultaneously?”
This would act as a trigger and could lead to
consideration of how the client has managed to hone
the potential that is reflected by Mars in Aries at the
DC.
However, a longer free association, or even therapy,
would be required to really get to the deeper reasons.
Images might also pop up of the client’s past experiences,
namely that he is the third and youngest child who was
not really planned. When his mother discovered she
was pregnant, the father wanted to separate, but did
not do so. This led to the client to develop the feeling
that he has always had to fight for his place.
To conclude, I think it is definitely the case that
elements of free association can be incorporated into
a horoscope consultation. I always think of it as an

I think it is definitely the case that elements of free
association can be incorporated into a horoscope
consultation

African dance in which gaps suddenly appear that
allow questions to occur in my mind, which in turn
can encourage the client’s flow of ideas. Sometimes
really good ideas and scenes come up in astrological
consultations that can truly be called free association.
They may either have been prepared in advance by the
client or triggered by my saying the right sentence or
asking the right question.
So we can now draw up a kind of sliding scale.
At the top we have the directive pole. This would be
where we can classify that colleague mentioned above
who talked non-stop to her client for 90 minutes (who
nevertheless went away impressed). You can’t get more
directive than that! The client is just the receiver of
interpretations. Halfway down the scale is a normal
horoscope consultation that involves the astrologer
giving good definitions and also asking questions or
leaving space for questions and conversations. At the
bottom is the non-directive pole, which involves the
technique of working with questions and, to some
extent, with free association.
Scale of Counselling Techniques:
Directive = direct statements
Mixed method = explanations and questions
Non-directive = questions/free association

The horoscope consultation method used can be
classified using this scale. It could be different every
time depending on whether the client is shy, expects
an explanation or whether he immediately shows
a lot of emotion and needs space to express and
unburden himself. He may already have experience of
therapy and like that way of working. The astrologer’s
temperament (and whether he himself has undergone
therapy) may also be influential. The female colleague
mentioned above derives her strength from completely
directive astrological pontification. At best, she attracts
clients who are looking for this approach. However,
clients who see an astrology consultation rather as
the possibility for gaining self-awareness would be
better suited to a more non-directive approach. It is
up to each reader to decide where he fits on the scale.
It is worth experimenting a little and trying out nondirective methods.
¤¤¤¤¤
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Esoteric Rulers and Seed Thoughts for the Signs
1. The Four Preparatory Signs

by Joyce Hopewell
This article has been adapted from a session Joyce gave at the Esoteric Astrology seminar ‘The Golden
Seam’ at “Face to Face”, Buckland Hall, in 2006.
The term “esoteric astrology” conjures up all manner
of mysterious unknowns; maybe only the initiated are
admitted to what can be perceived as an inner circle of
those in the know. Those outside are either grappling
with understanding what it may all be about, whilst
others decide they don’t want to know anyway! The
books of Alice Bailey are often recommended as a source
of understanding more about esotericism, but they can
be pretty daunting to read and are laced with archaic
language. Louise Huber has a deep understanding of
esoteric astrology and in seminars she would often
base her presentations around significant elements of
the esotericism of Alice Bailey. The Huber Method
is underpinned with the psychosynthesis of Roberto
Assagioli, who was himself a follower of Alice Bailey’s
teachings. It could be said that the Huber Method is one
corner of a triangle, with psychosynthesis and esotericism
at the other two corners.
If you’re studying or using the Huber Method of
astrological psychology, knowing something about the
esoteric rulers and their connection with the zodiac signs
will help deepen your understanding. In astrology, the
exoteric rulers are those we’re more familiar with – they
are on the surface, on the “outside”, visible to all, and are
not hidden away or working from another, deeper level.
It is the esoteric rulers which operate in this way. Their
influence is more subtle, and is something we can attune
to once we know and understand more about them.
There is a progressive journey through the signs,
beginning with Aries. The experience of the qualities and
tasks of each sign offers a source of developmental growth
as the journey is undertaken. In the first four signs, which
will be covered in this article, the seeker, the aspirant, the
traveller on life’s path is endowed with gifts for birth into
the human kingdom.
 In Aries he is equipped with the faculty of mind,
seeking to bend it to his need, learning mental control
 In Taurus he learns about desire and gets his first flash
of the spiritual light which will increase as he grows in
that direction
 In Gemini he realises his essential duality and the
immortal aspect begins to increase at the expense of
the mortal
 And in Cancer he is born into the human kingdom,
yet gains a sense of the higher aspect of mass
consciousness
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The Signs
The zodiac signs tell a story and trace a journey of
potential growth as they progress around the chart. There
is a movement of identification with the ego, then towards
being less ego-oriented as the
journey progresses from Aries
to Pisces. The ego gradually
comes more under our control
and although we can’t get rid of
it (because we need it), it ceases
to dominate. The signs and
the tasks or labours associated
with them were considered so
much a part of the cycle of
life and death throughout the
agricultural year that they are
frequently found in the fabric
North Portal
of the great gothic cathedrals.
Chartres Cathedral
We’re looking at this
journey through an astrological lens, using the signs of the
zodiac, but the process of bringing the mind or the ego
under control and becoming a soul-infused personality is
reflected in other systems, such as the Buddhist story and
the Ten Ox-herding pictures. These depict the various
developmental stages of search and enlightenment. (1)

The Seed Thoughts
Each sign has its own seed thought. In esoteric astrology
it’s the sign on the AC and not the sign the Sun is in
which is considered important. Perhaps now would be
a good time to look at the sign on your AC in a new
light, as this is the one which indicates the qualities you
are trying to reach and develop in this lifetime. The seed
thought for the sign you have on the AC will be your
keynote. You may find you relate strongly to your own
seed thought, even if you don’t entirely understand what
it means!
Let’s move on now to begin the journey through the
signs, looking at the exoteric and esoteric rulers for each
one, along with their seed thoughts.

ð

Aries

Rulers: Mars Ä (exoteric) and Mercury Â (esoteric)
Aries qualities are about the assertion of the “I”. As a sign
it marks the start of new things – the 1st house in the
chart, the 1st sign of the zodiac, and the Sun’s movement
into Aries as it crosses the equator moving from south to
north, marking the 1st day of Spring.

The qualities of Mars as the exoteric ruler are
associated closely with Aries – there is lots of assertive
energy, the ability to stand up and fight, the ability to
lead and initiate and the development of the intuition.
But what of Mercury as the esoteric ruler? How might
Mercury affect and influence Aries from the esoteric
standpoint of energy available coming from beneath the
surface, influencing and creating form? Mercury as the
esoteric ruler of Aries suggests the ability to:
 Think; bring together and understand all that has
been experienced
 Use 1st ray power (the will)
 Use the will power of Aries to become creative on the
mental level
 Become brilliant in the use of the mind, ideas etc.
 Use pioneering qualities in the area of spiritual ideals
– to become a messenger of the gods
 Be able to fight for some deeper or higher truth (as
opposed to using Mars to fight on the physical plane).
“The pen is mightier than the sword” .
 Articulate clearly your own experiences and influence
others
There is an initiating quality with Aries and will or
power can express itself through creative processes. In
the earlier stages, these activities are directed toward the
material side of life, but in the later stages, they lean more
towards the spiritual. When Aries has reached his or her
spiritual vision in life, he can attract other people to him
because of his natural leadership qualities.
Esoteric seed thought for Aries:
I come forth, and from the plane of mind I rule.
Aries is the first of the four preparatory signs, and is
associated with the faculty of mind. It has to begin work
in the world of thought to gain mental control, and to
learn the right use of the mind. In Aries mental control is
learned and achieved.
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Taurus

Rulers: Venus Ã (exoteric) and Vulcan V (esoteric)
Taurus is on the 2/8 Possessions axis, and with Taurus
the possessions are those that we relate to, hold dear and
want to retain as they form part of our sense of self. Note
too that “possessions” are very much part of the plane of
form and the material world.
The qualities of Venus as exoteric ruler are welldocumented in connection with Taurus with its love and
appreciation of all that is good, tasteful and sensuous. So
what of Vulcan as the esoteric ruler? How might Vulcan
affect and influence Taurus from the esoteric standpoint
of energy available from beneath the surface, influencing
and creating form? Indeed, what do we know about
Vulcan!
In Greek mythology he was the blacksmith of the
gods. He was lame so was physically imperfect and he
had to create form in such a way that it could be more
easily impregnated with spirit. (Does that ring a bell? Isn’t

that the task that we are all engaged upon on the spiritual
path?). Vulcan’s task and his physical condition reflect
each other – Vulcan, with his imperfect form had the task
of perfecting form.
Vulcan is associated with transmutation. The
mythology says the gods came to him bringing spears,
swords and all forms of metal ammunition which was
in a state of dullness and was lacking in precision. These
tools were no longer functioning “magically”. Vulcan
would then put them into the fire, melt them down
and infuse into them a greater potency when they were
hammered out. He then gave them back to the gods with
additional power embedded within them. When we make
a qualitative move in our own evolution, Vulcan plays a
part. This would be when we note other forms beside the
physical, for example when we become aware of thought
forms (mental level) and the emotional plane. (2)
Vulcan is only a planet
on the esoteric plane – it
doesn’t actually exist (as far as
I understand). I here use the
glyph V. Vulcan is supposed to
be within the orbit of Mercury
at a distance under 8 degrees
either side of the Sun. For
example, Sun at 14° Aquarius
will place V between 6° and 22°.
Vulcan
It is possible to use your
intuition to assess the possible position of Vulcan in the
same sign as the Sun, or the next sign – but this is not easy
to work out, there is no way of knowing if you’re right –
and is it really significant if Vulcan is only considered a
planet on the esoteric plane? Bruno Huber would have
said to discard finding the physical position in favour of
looking at the esoteric meaning and working with that.
Vulcan as esoteric ruler of Taurus suggests ability to:
 Use 1st ray of will/power
 For the Taurean this means he has to fight for the
vision he has, the goal he can see and which he is
aiming for
 Create transformation in values systems
 Imbue all matter with spiritual qualities
 Be aware of the spiritual potential in all life
Taurus embodies the quality of desire, how it relates to
the masses and how it works in the collective. Taurus has
to achieve a clear understanding of the law of attraction,
which is about desire and those things we are attracted to
and desperately want. Consider how much this is played
out daily in our materialistic world! Taurus learns about
the right use of, and control of, matter and the material.
Esoteric seed thought for Taurus:
I see, and when the Eye is opened, all is illumined.
Taurus is the second of the four preparatory signs.
Desires of all kinds – for sex, for material goods and so
on – have to be understood, seen and known for what
they are. With this comes the first flash of spiritual light.
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The light dawns, the eye is opened, we become aware
that we are led by our desires, forever chasing after them
in order to be satisfied. Once we’ve woken up to this,
our lives begin to change and transform like the weapons
and tools taken to Vulcan to be refined because they are
no longer functioning “magically”. The end result is the
growth of the soul light.
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Gemini

Rulers: Mercury Â (exoteric) and Venus Ã (esoteric)
Gemini is on the Thought axis where learning, ideas and
forms of communication are expressed in the area of the
collective. Here, ideas and viewpoints are less individual;
they are shared. The qualities of Mercury as exoteric ruler
reflects and supports this – think of the gossip, chatter
and interchange of commonly held opinions.
What of Venus as esoteric ruler? How might Venus
affect and influence Gemini from the esoteric position of
hidden energy, available from a deeper level and able to
create form? Remember that Venus works on the law of
attraction, drawing things to it, so Venus as esoteric ruler
suggests there is an ability to:
 Become more selective and discriminating; develop
taste/quality
 Choose between good and bad
 Become aware of polarities
 Become skilled at overcoming them
 Be aware that truth has two sides and shift on to a
higher level of meaning in life
 Harmonise duality
 Unite opposites into wholes
The qualities of Gemini include duality and fluidity,
gaining control of pairs of opposites. Esoterically it is said
that the love of Deity reaches our solar system through
Gemini, so there is a theme of Love-Wisdom connected
with this sign too. Gemini first has to register contact
with the soul and recognise its qualities. It has to add
its mystical understanding and achievement to the occult
knowledge it has of reality – in other words, bring spirit
to meet matter. It is the sign associated with beginning to
understand and apply service.
Esoteric seed thought for Gemini:
I recognise my other self and in the waning of that self
I grow and glow.
In Gemini, the third of the four preparatory signs, the
realisation of duality takes place. We see that there is a
personality and a soul. With this comes the possibility for
fusion, synthesis, coming together as one. Two different
aspects of nature are appreciated; the immortal aspect
begins to increase at the expense of the mortal.
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Cancer

Rulers Moon Á (exoteric) and Neptune È (esoteric)
Cancer is on the 4/10 Individuality axis. In its natural
position it sits deeply in the collective area of the chart.
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There is an appropriateness of the Moon being the
exoteric ruler because of the orientation to home and
family, the involvement of feelings, nurturing and caring;
the child-like qualities of the Moon give open access to
the emotional sense of self we gain through this planet.
What of Neptune as esoteric ruler? How might
Neptune affect and influence Cancer from the esoteric
standpoint of deeper energies which can influence and
create form? Neptune is a mutable planet, as is the Moon,
emphasising the shifting sensibilities underlying this
sign, with Neptunian energy being the higher octave of
the Moon.
Neptune as esoteric ruler suggests the awake/aware
Cancerian can:






Understand a lot about love
Be able to take responsibility for others
Express inclusive Neptunian love
Overcome ego stuff and become open and truly loving
Offer the warmth of the nest to all

The qualities of Cancer are mass sensitivity. For the
average person this would be mass identification with
form; for the disciple, seeker or traveller on the path
it means service for the masses. In Cancer there is no
success for the aspirant on the spiritual path until he has
transmuted instinct into intuition, and there is no right
use of intellect until intuition is brought into play.
Esoteric seed thought for Cancer:
I build a lighted house and therein dwell.
In Cancer, the last of the four
preparatory signs, there comes a point
where the disciple on the spiritual
path begins to use his controlled
mind and the capacity to work in
light with mass consciousness. He can
intuitively recognise the kingdom of
spirit and is prepared for great work.

Summary
In the first four signs, the aspirant is endowed with
gifts for birth into the human kingdom. In Aries he is
equipped with the faculty of mind. In Taurus he learns
about desire and gets his first flash of the spiritual light.
In Gemini he realises his essential duality and in Cancer
is born into the human kingdom, yet gains a sense of the
higher aspect of mass consciousness.
Part 2 will cover signs Leo to Scorpio, known as the
fours signs of the physical plane struggle for achievement.
References and suggested reading
(1) Ox herding - you can find out more about this, told as a picture
story of the man and the ox at http://www.sacred-texts.com/bud/
mzb/oxherd.htm
(2) Jean Shinoda Bolen - Gods in Everyman. Offers an illuminating
description of Vulcan, also known as Hephaestus
(3) Alice Bailey - The Labours of Hercules - readable, interesting, and
forms the basis of the material discussed in this article.
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The Amphora
by Barry Hopewell
Your editor takes a look at Bruno Huber’s model of the Amphora and its precursors in Alice
Bailey’s esotericism and Roberto Assagioli’s psychosynthesis.
Why do we need models of our subjectivity? For
the same reason that science produces models of our
objectivity – to give understanding and help to show
a future direction of development. They are a part
of how we humans develop from where we are now,
stuck in today’s habits, to where future generations
will be, having long transcended those habits.
In astrological psychology we have our own models
of subjectivity – the birth chart with its rich symbolism
is an example for an individual, and the five levels of
the chart give a simple generic model of the human
being. But we are concerned with personal growth
and evolution; and here we are inspired by several rich
models of the human entity and its potential.

The Constitution of Man
Alice Bailey and the Tibetan gave us the diagram
of The Constitution of Man, which is regarded as so
fundamental that it recurs in a number of their books.
For my purposes in this article this is an over-complex
model, with its seven planes and seven levels, which
might take a lifetime to understand in its fullness. I
suggest that its most important feature for most people
is that it presents a model of the human personality,
with three distinct units: mental, astral/emotional
and physical, and a corresponding model of a Higher
Self with corresponding units of manas=mind (higher
mental), buddhi (spiritual love/intuitional) and atma
(spiritual will). The top level triangle of the monad
does not appear to be of any practical concern for
most of us.
The Higher Self represents all that is best and
highest in us – the longing for the good, the beautiful
and the true. It is universal in outlook, not egotistic. If
we look inwardly at our experiences we know that this
exists, when we see our experiences in the world, how
we have responded and the effect of this on our inner
wellbeing. Much of humanity is today in denial about
its existence and worships instead the gods of material
comfort and money.
Between this Higher Self and the personality is
what Bailey calls the Ego or Causal Body – not to be
confused with the ‘little ego’ of everyday concerns.
The link between Higher Self and personality is also
known as the antahkarana. Since most of us remain
embedded in the personality for most of the time, it

is clear that this antahkarana represents a significant
hurdle to our growth and development, and is not
transcended without much inner effort. [The causal
body is also said to veil the soul, but I don’t want to
get into precise esoteric definitions here!]
Alice Bailey established the Arcane School to
provide training for those who aspired to become
world servers, which is what coming under increasing
influence of the Higher Self inevitably leads to –
disinterested service to the world.

Assagioli’s Egg
Italian psychologist Roberto Assagioli was a friend
and colleague of Alice Bailey. He developed his
own perspective in the system of psychosynthesis,
incorporating the psychological ideas of the
psychology pioneers, notably Carl Jung, and the
spiritual perspective of Bailey. Assagioli described
psychosynthesis as
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“a method of psychological development and Self
realization for those who refuse to remain slaves of their
own inner phantasms or of external influences, who
refuse to submit passively to the play of psychological
forces which are going on within them, and who are
determined to become the master of their own lives.”
A key feature of psychosynthesis is the diagram
which came to be called Assagioli’s Egg. This diagram
distinguishes aspects of both the subconscious and
the conscious self.

and fuller contact with, and understanding of the
spiritual self.”

The Amphora
Bruno Huber expounds his model of the Amphora, or
Huber Bottle, in the book Astrological Psychosynthesis.
His aim was to provide a psychologically sound
astrological model of the psyche, building on the
work of Assagioli, with whom he worked for several
years.
His starting point was Assagioli’s Egg, but structured
with vertical levels in the diagram that are more
akin to the ‘planes’ of Bailey’s Constitution of Man,
so that the subconscious is at the bottom and the
superconscious/spiritual/transpersonal is at the top,
where the Egg is appropriately opened out, becoming
unlimited.
The relationship with the Constitution is clear from
the following early version of the Amphora.

Assagioli’s Egg
The unconscious is shown in four distinct levels
(numbering as in the diagram):
7. the collective unconscious
1. the lower, inaccessible, repressed unconscious
2. the middle, accessible, suppressed unconscious
3. the higher, future potential unconscious
The conscious is also broken down into:
4. the field of conscious awareness
5. the personal self or ‘I’
6. the transpersonal or spiritual self, which of
course corresponds with Bailey’s Higher Self.
[It may be worth noting that Assagioli and others
were working at a time when, to be taken seriously
they knew that they had to avoid using the word
‘spiritual’. So ‘transpersonal’ was used instead.]
as:

Will Parfitt expresses the purpose of psychosynthesis
“The personal self is a reflection or spark of the
transpersonal or spiritual self that is both universal
and individual. The realization of this transpersonal
self is a sign of spiritual success and achievement.
Awareness of the personal self is the primary aim of
psychosynthesis, being the place from where we can
effectively direct the personality. This leads to a clearer
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Amphora related to Constitution
A more detailed version of the Amphora was
presented in Astrological Psychosynthesis and described
in his workshop Astrology and the Seven Rays (Devon,
1999) [diagram on next page]. The body of the
Amphora represents the personality, and we can see
the personality planets arrayed here in appropriate
positions, with Saturn at the root connected with
the earth, the Moon at the junction between
unconscious and conscious, and the Sun as mind/will
at the conscious centre. These are of course the main
components of the personality, the personality planets
(or ego planets with a small ‘e’).
These are supported by the tool planets, with Mars
and Venus in more unconscious positions and Jupiter
and Mercury more conscious – a distinction that is
itself worthy of reflection upon.
It is the transpersonal planets that have key roles in
the perspective on spiritual development encouraged
by the Amphora.

needn’t have too many illusions about that. But every
now and then something will happen to impel us in
an upward direction. We should take heed of these
occasions and look at them fearlessly, and respond as
best we may, because it happens quite frequently that
difficulties which appear intractable on the mundane
level seem to solve themselves, or just dissolve, when
viewed from a higher level. But first of all we’ll have to
put our own house in order, and deal with a few of our
hang-ups. These are not just matters connected with
the three personality planets and our ego-structure but
also issues connected with the other four planets, with
the physical survival functions of Mars and Venus,
and also with Mercury and Jupiter as precursors of
our budding awareness.

Conclusion

The Amphora
Bruno described Uranus as the ‘Egg Piercer’. It is
Uranus that gives the creative ideas and inspiration to
break out of the prison of the personality’s egg – the egg
providing an appropriate image for the personality’s
encrusted habits. If we use the continental glyph for
Uranus Ç, it is much easier to envisage Uranus in this
role as ‘egg-piercer’.
The role of Uranus is to chip the little hole that
lets in a ray of illumination, it is not to break the
shell completely in a way which would correspond
to dissolution of the ego. That would be more of a
Neptunian or even Plutonian experience.
Neptune surrounds the neck of the Amphora,
which is rather narrow. Of course, this corresponds
with the antahkarana, and illustrates the essential
truism that only through non-selfish love can we
come to full Self realisation. And this is rarely easily
achieved, as the little ego brings us back again and
again to its concerns and habits. It brings to mind the
saying about rich men, camels and passing through
the eye of a needle.
Pluto is at the top of the amphora’s open neck, linked
in to limitless possibility, the spiritual will calling us
on to ever greater endeavour and transformation.
Bruno Huber summarises the amphora:
“The diagram of the amphora gives us a comprehensive
picture of our human condition, including our
spiritual potential. Most of our waking hours are
of course spent within the body of the amphora; we

Of course, many of you know all this – but some will
not, particularly if you are at an early stage of your
studies of astrological psychology. This business we’re
about is a serious business with a serious pedigree.
We are in the game of raising human consciousness.
And the three models discussed in this article are key
enablers, because they begin to map the undiscovered
territory, the inner human being. The Amphora, in
particular, gives a powerful astrological perspective on
this.

Further reading
In this article I have very much skated over the surface
of a potentially deep subject. You will need much
more information and your own explorations to take
it further.
The works of Alice Bailey are not very accessible to
a general reader, although they do repay the effort of
serious study. For this reason, you should not start here!
Perhaps the best way into her work would be through
Glamour: A World Problem or Initiation, Human and
Solar (or a structured course with the Arcane School).
But beware that much of the material is perhaps
deliberately obscure and sometimes inconsistent.
The best introduction to psychosynthesis is in Will
Parfitt’s Psychosynthesis: The Elements and Beyond and
every student of astrological psychology should read
it.
The growth process and the Amphora are
described in some depth in Bruno’s book Astrological
Psychosynthesis, which deserves to be more widely read.
It also contains valuable material on the intelligence
planets, family model, relationships etc.
There is also an outline of the Amphora in Astrology
and the Seven Rays.
¤¤¤¤¤
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The Chart of A.C.Swinburne
by Rikki Rooksby
This analysis of the chart of one of England’s greatest lyric poets was first published in an early Huber
School newsletter, and later reprinted in the first Conjunction Digest. Rikki Rooksby went on to write
a biography of the poet: ‘A.C. Swinburne: a poet’s life’ (Scolar Press 1997).
Algernon Charles Swinburne (1837-1909) is
one of England’s greatest lyric poets. His poetry
shocked and exhilarated his Victorian readers with
its deliberate sensuality, anti-Christian sentiments,
sado-masochism, and republicanism. He remains
one of the most colourful and individual men of his
era. Thanks to a diary-keeping aunt, his approximate
birth time is recorded. His chart shows striking
parallels with what we know of his life, character and
writings.
The chart shows predominantly mutable
motivation (green) with mutable/cardinal mode of
action. The mental restlessness of such a green chart
is perhaps a factor in his intense commitment to
writing, and to being able to sustain many writing
projects simultaneously, not to mention a life full of
intellectual stimulus until his Age Point conjuncted
Saturn. As a young man Swinburne was always
‘on the go’ but not given to much except writing,
reading and travelling.
It is doubtful whether he was ever able to tap
into the deep learning potential of the quincunxes;
he seems to have had very little self-awareness. The
red deficiency is of less significance than the blue,
since his fiery temperament (7 planets in Aries/
Leo!) would have provided considerable resources of
energy. Also the two tightest aspects are both red:
Sun/Pluto (6’) and Neptune opposite Jupiter (13’).
For a writer − especially a lyric poet − Swinburne’s
placements are remarkably apt. Thought and desire
fuse in the tight Mercury/Venus conjunction in the
1st house (he was said to have had a beautiful voice).
Two aspirational sextiles reach towards Neptune, for
the Ideal which is so often out of his grasp (oneway), as in his lines ‘
“We had grown as gods above
O my love, my love, had you loved but me!”.
The conjunction trines a 5th house Mars/Jupiter.
It was exactly the qualities of energy, boldness,
aggressive sensuality expressed in powerful rhythms
in poems which often last hundreds of lines
(expansive!) that at once captivated or horrified his
first readers.
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Algernon Charles Swinburne

Born 05.04.1937, London
Although known, the birth time was not recorded in the article

It has often been said that Swinburne never knew
when to stop − not in poetry or anything else. He did
not lead a Byronic life of many sexual conquests, as
such a 5th house might indicate; it was all sublimated
into poetry. These planets form a single Ambivalent
Triangle. Neptune in the 11th house opposes Mars/
Jupiter in the 5th. This opposition is unconsciously
used to keep the ‘You’ at bay. Swinburne’s chart is
very ‘I’ sided. Thus problematic behaviour on the
Relationship Axis has the effect of preserving the
fierce independence of a powerful Aries 1st house.
To cite just a couple of instances.
Some of Swinburne’s more Bohemian friends
(Neptune in the 11th) had a bad influence on his
life. Lord Houghton introduced him to the works of
de Sade, which aggravated his masochistic feelings;
Richard Burton (among others) encouraged
his drinking, which between the ages of 29-42
was uncontrollable (Neptune opposing Mars).
Swinburne was unable to express his sexuality except
through the blue aspects to the Venus/Mercury, i.e.
poetry. The figure connects through the three most

important houses: 1st, 5th and 11th. Swinburne’s life
was about expressing himself through his creativity
and in being part of an aesthetic movement that
changed his culture.

Saturn); and with Pluto involved the child may well
have sensed the power struggles going on between
them. Swinburne was the eldest of 6. Three more
children arrived before he was six years old. His
mother may well have been kept from him for long
periods, and might be perceived as a strange figure
because of the repeated pregnancies.
He never really made a full psychological break
from these parental ties. In later years he became
obsessed with babies (Moon in 1st) and lived with
a man who in effect became his Saturn, looking
after his well-being and keeping unwanted visitors
at bay. This domestic arrangement was established
when Swinburne’s Age Point conjuncted his Saturn.
Age Point transits before the age of 6 must have
been intense, but Swinburne left no record of any
memories that early save one; of being thrown into
Sketch of Swinburne at age 23
by Dante Gabriel Rossetti
the sea by his father.
Source: Wikimedia Commons
Swinburne’s most creative phase occurred as the
AP went through the 5th house. If he had never
Swinburne has an extraordinary 1st house, and written another line afterward, his fame would have
this is everywhere evident in biographies about been assured.
The AP through the 7th, opposing all his 1st
him. People found him like a flame, but also very
childlike (Moon in 1st). Objectivity was not a house planets, was the most miserable and lonely
strong point (Moon/Sun). In Victorian times Pluto phase of his life, as one would anticipate.
was unknown, but take it out of his chart and a
¤¤¤¤¤
major component goes missing, for Swinburne’s 1st
house Sun/Pluto quincunx Saturn must relate to
his tendency to alternate between extreme feelings
of submission and rebellion, not to mention his
Change
obsession with birching − exacerbated by being
beaten at Eton. Yet Aries is intercepted in the 1st
by Algernon Charles Swinburne
− there is a degree of frustration in being able to
release this energy, perhaps to being recognised as a
But now life’s face beholden
‘man’. Prevented by his parents at 17 from becoming
a cavalry officer, Swinburne risked his life climbing
Seemed bright as heaven’s bare brow
the almost vertical Culver Cliff (near his home
With hope of gifts withholden
on the Isle of Wight) in order to demonstrate his
But now.
courage. A good example of an extreme response to
a lack of recognition. With such a strong 1st house,
relating to others will not be easy. The self mistrusts
From time’s full-flowering bough
the ‘You’ (Saturn is alone on the ‘You’ side) and can
Each bud spake bloom to embolden
surrender to it or try to control it but cannot meet
it as an equal.
Love’s heart, and seal his vow.
What the Family Model and Age Progression
in the 1st house reveal take us beyond any
Joy’s eyes grew deep with olden
current biographical knowledge. There is a close
Dreams, born he wist not how;
identification with the father (who was also Aries!)
who is a figure of power; there is a yearning for, and
Thought’s meanest garb was golden;
anxiety about, the distant mother (Saturn in the
But now!
8th); the tie between the parents is itself perceived
by the child as shifting and unstable (Sun quincunx
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Reviews
Using Age Progression
Understanding Life’s Journey
by Joyce Hopewell
Review by Marilyn Burnett
Well, Joyce Hopewell has done it
again… another beautifully illustrated
and well-presented book that is
enjoyable, easy to read and comprehend. This time she
focusses on bringing to life, in her delightful, down to
earth style, the Huber concept of Age Progression, which
uses the birth chart as the ‘time-clock’ of a person’s life.
She points out that this method of progression is a very
simple, but extremely valuable tool because you can see
exactly where you are on life’s journey and what you are
experiencing in your life right now. And more importantly,
it shows the psychological and developmental phases you
passed through on life’s journey, including the significant
experiences that add up to the person you have become.
If you are at all drawn towards personal development
she explains that it is an extremely valuable tool, and to
quote Joyce when she was a student and was told by her
tutor that the technique was “gilt edged”, she says, “It
quite simply is!” And she should know… trained as a
qualified teacher, she headed the APA as principal for
12 years, and is now principal emeritus… she has used
it for nearly 30 years both as a tutor and astrological
psychology counsellor. As well as being important for selfdevelopment she advocates it as an invaluable instrument
for professional astrologers and counsellors trained in
astrological psychology.
This book is absolutely packed with real life, full
colour birth chart examples all vividly demonstrating
and confirming the principle. With numerous examples,
of both well-known and ordinary people to validate the
method, it is both captivating and fascinating to read as
each person’s life unfolds through the Age Point system.
Among the many famous examples are: Prince William,
Margaret Thatcher, Charles Dickens, Pablo Picasso, Fred
Astaire, Meryl Streep and the father of computer science
Alan Turing.
In her introduction Joyce leads the reader swiftly
through a succinct overview of the basics of the Huber
Method, which she advises are all essential knowledge
before attempting to use the Huber Age Progression
method. She is also careful to instruct that Age Progression
can only be used with an accurate birth time.
The book is then divided into seven parts, each
covering a different facet of the Age Progression method
and life’s journey around the birth chart. Part one explains
the phases of life and psychological themes that we will
all experience as the Age Point moves through each of the
houses and quadrants, starting with our birth at the AC.
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A more detailed look at the life phases follows in Part two
where the implication of the Energy Curve through the
houses is considered. Age Progression through the signs
is the subject of Part three, which describes the change of
energy as the hand of the clock moves from one element
to the next. Joyce reminds us here that it might be all too
easy to dismiss the great significance and importance of
these sign changes.
In part four the most important and probably the most
interesting feature of using Age Progression is explored,
e.g., the aspects made by the Age Point to the natal
planets and their connected aspect patterns. Joyce tells us
that the conjunctions and oppositions will be the most
important and, as she says, “the square and quincunx are
hard to ignore”, but that all the aspects should be taken
into consideration following the sequence of the seven
Ptolemaic aspects. The seven aspect types are described,
with examples given of the most important four. She
explains that, as each planet comes into orb of aspect we
will experience and express the qualities of that planet in
our lives, how that is expressed will depend on the type
of aspect involved.
Part five briefly explains the important role that
the Moon Node Chart, unique to the Huber Method,
plays in its holistic approach to astrological psychology.
However, as this is an advanced technique, Joyce suggests
that this should be explored in greater depth once the
basics have been mastered.
In part six we get to the real purpose of the book…
interpreting charts! Again, using a collection of both
well-known and ordinary people, the latter taken from
personal acquaintances, clients and fellow astrologers,
Joyce splendidly pulls together everything she has taught
us so far. I found myself having to read this section through
twice, not because it was difficult to understand… far
from it, but because I was so enjoying the biographies
themselves! Then I read it again in order to really absorb
the implications of the Age Point aspects to planets, house
cusps, sign changes, low points etc. and importantly, of
their combined effect on the connected aspect patterns.
I found this section particularly profitable as I realised
I was grasping so much more than I ever had before by
viewing them in these real life contexts and, no doubt, as
a consequence of her down-to-earth lucidity.
Joyce ends the book in part seven with a bulletpointed summary and conclusion that runs through the
main points. This has been designed as a check-list for
those deciding to use the techniques for themselves and,
after reading this excellent book, you will want to do just
that!
I really can’t fault this book, but one very small gripe
is that there is no index section provided at the back of
the book. As an everlasting student this is the one thing
I yearn for in all of the Huber related books. If this
book disappoints me in any way at all it is because it
is, necessarily, concise. For instance, I would have loved
to have read some real life examples of the semi-sextile,

sextile and trine aspects in part four, although these are all
encountered among part six’s interpretations. Or perhaps
it would have benefitted from the inclusion of something
that I found really enlightening and powerful when
studying my own chart, which was following one planet’s

A Way of Being
by Carl Rogers
Review by Barry Hopewell
Those of you trained in counselling or
working through the later stages of the
Diploma Course will be familiar with
aspects of the work of Carl Rogers,
one of the founders of the modern
approach of person-centred counselling. You may have
even read some of his numerous publications, such as
Client Centred Therapy.
A Way of Being was published in 1980; at the age of 78
these were Rogers' reflections on the development of his
ideas and wisdom over a lifetime. Its chapters comprise
a number of talks and articles by Rogers during his later
years, so represent the fruition of a lifetime's work.
What a pleasure it is to read through one of these
from time to time, gaining insight into the development
of his ideas in therapy, counselling, encounter groups and
education from the perspective of the man himself.
It is impossible to summarise, but I will give you a
flavour by simply selecting quotes from the book:
"When I truly hear a person and the meanings that are
important to him at that moment, hearing not simply
his words, but him, and when I let him know that I
have heard his own private personal meanings, many
things happen. There is first of all a grateful look. He feels
released. He wants to tell me more about his world. He
surges forth in a new sense of freedom. He becomes more
open to the process of change."
"a creative, active, sensitive, accurate, empathic,
nonjudgmental listening is for me terribly important in
a relationship."
"In place of the term “realness” I have sometimes used
the word “congruence.” By this I mean that when my
experiencing of this moment is present in my awareness
and when what is present in my awareness is present
in my communication, then each of these three levels
matches or is congruent."
"When I am able to let myself be congruent and genuine,
I often help the other person. When the other person is
transparently real and congruent, he often helps me. In
those rare moments when a deep realness in one meets a
realness in the other, a memorable “I-thou relationship,”
as Martin Buber would call it, occurs. Such a deep and
mutual personal encounter does not happen often, but I
am convinced that unless it happens occasionally, we are
not living as human beings."

development through each of the Age Point aspects. But
then, I can’t complain because this book’s simplicity is
also its absolute beauty!
¤¤¤¤¤
"I challenge, with all the strength I possess, the current
American belief, evident in every phase of our foreign
policy, and especially in our insane wars, that “might
makes right.” That, in my estimation, is the road to selfdestruction."
"...the individual has within himself vast resources for self
understanding, for altering his self-concept, his attitudes,
and his self-directed behavior— and these resources
can be tapped if only a definable climate of facilitative
psychological attitudes can be provided."
"Our culture, increasingly based on the conquest of
nature and the control of man, is in decline. Emerging
through the ruins is the new person, highly aware, self
directing, an explorer of inner, perhaps more than outer,
space, scornful of the conformity of institutions and the
dogma of authority."
"...perhaps we are touching the cutting edge of our ability
to transcend ourselves, to create new and more spiritual
directions in human evolution."
"a high degree of empathy in a relationship is possibly
the most potent factor in bringing about change and
learning."
"whether we are functioning as therapists, as encountergroup facilitators, as teachers, or as parents, we have in
our hands, if we are able to take an empathic stance, a
powerful force for change and growth."
"We are deeply helpful only when we relate as persons,
when we risk ourselves as persons in the relationship,
when we experience the other as a person in his own right.
Only then is there a meeting at a depth that dissolves the
pain of aloneness in both client and therapist."
"Only the younger generation, I believe, can help us
to see the awful dehumanization we have bred in our
educational system by separating thoughts, which are to
be approved, from feelings, which are somehow seen as
animal in origin."
"I am deeply concerned with what is going on in American
educational institutions. They have focused so intently on
ideas, have limited themselves so completely to “education
from the neck up” that the resulting narrowness is having
serious social consequences."
"Only in recent years have I recognized how threatening
were my views. If accepted, they effectively reduced the
political power of therapists or teachers"
This is indeed a rich resource, with much food for
thought. I read it in the Kindle edition, which is very
suited to occasional 'dipping in'.
¤¤¤¤¤
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Pioneeers of Esotericism
Can you see in these charts any common features between these pioneers of Western esotericism in the
Theosophical Society and its offshoots.
Helena P. Blavatsky

12.08.1831, 02:17, Ekaterinoslav,
Ukraine
Rating: C

Annie Besant

01.10.1847, 17:29, London, England
Rating: A

Jiddu Krishnamurti

12.05.1895, 00:30, Madanapalle, India
Rating: B

Alice Bailey

16.06.1880, 07:42, Manchester,
England
Rating: C
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